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8 WEEKS OF FUN JUNE 3-AUGUST 2
TO REGISTER GO TO WWW.MINDSPROUT.ME
SEE SCHEDULE

OLD TOWN SPRING | 200-5 NOBLE ST., SPRING, TX 77373
WWW.MINDSPROUT.ME | INFO@MINDSPROUT.ME

EARLY BIRD PROMOTION $25 OFF EACH WEEK UNTIL APRIL 15
PURCHASE 3 OR MORE SESSIONS AND RECEIVE $100 OFF



Art Explorers: Unleash Your Creativity-  June 3-7 (Ages 4-8) - $285                                  
Join us for a week-long creative journey. Discover various artistic mediums with supportive
guidance, express yourself freely, and showcase your masterpieces at the end-of-week gallery.
Unleash your inner artist in an inspiring environment filled with endless possibilities.

CSI Investigators: CSI Challenge- June 10-14 (Ages 4-8) - $275                                                
Embark on an action-packed adventure! Junior agents will delve into forensic science, crafting
their own CSI gear, and cracking cases through daring challenges. Join us for a week of suspense,
excitement, and teamwork as you become the next generation of CSI investigators.

Young Chefs Cooking Camp: Culinary Adventures- June 17-21 (Ages 4-8) - $285                    
Get ready for a culinary adventure! Join us, young chefs, for a delightful week of cooking
exploration. Learn pizza-making secrets, tackle "Chopped"-inspired challenges, and explore
cowboy-inspired meals. At week's end, each chef receives a recipe booklet.

Junior Brick Builders: Lego Creation Adventure- June 24-28 (Ages 4-8) - $285                        
Get set for a week of imaginative LEGO fun! Young builders, dive into a journey of colorful bricks
and creative challenges. Join our LEGO Creation Adventure, complete challenges with special
building cards, and aim to become a "Junior Master Builder" by completing all 30 tasks.

Rockin’ Rythms: Junior Jam Session July 8-12 (Ages 4-8) - $275                                                 
Hey little musicians! Ready to rock out? Join us for a week of music, fun, and awesome
performances at MindSprout's School of Rock Jr.! Dive into the world of rock music, explore cool
sounds, and find your jam on stage. From classic tunes to global rhythms, there's something for
everyone. No experience necessary. 

Idea Playground Camp: Inventors' Edition - July 15-19 (Ages 4-8) - $275                                   
Join us at Young Inventors Camp for a week of imagination, teamwork, and fun! Explore new ideas
in our Idea Playground, pitch inventions in the Inventors' Shark Tank, and engage in activities
sparking creativity and learning. Showcase your creations at week's end and inspire others. 

Young Explorers Science Camp: Bill Nye Junior Edition- July 22-26 (Ages 4-8) - $285
Join us for an inspiring week of hands-on learning, inspired by Bill Nye! Experience "Wow with
Science" experiments, learn science basics with "Brainiacs in Training," and enjoy outdoor
explorations and lab adventures. Plus, savor snacks like fizzy lemonade and astronaut-inspired
treats.

Summer Fun Adventurers Camp: Anything Goes! - July 29-Aug 2 (Ages 4-8) - $275
Get set for the ultimate summer adventure! Our Anything Goes week promises a mashup of the
best activities from our camps. From art to cooking and building, there's something for every child.
With indoor and outdoor adventures, surprises, and unexpected twists, it's a finale to remember!

SIGN UP TODAY!
www.mindsprout.me/summercamp
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EXCELSIOR PROGRAM (AGES 9-12)

Art Voyage Summer Camp: Unleash Your Creative Genius! June 3-7 (Ages 9-12) - $285
Calling all young artists! Prepare for an exciting week at Art Voyage Summer Camp, crafted
exclusively for you. Immerse yourself in dynamic workshops, from painting vibrant scenes to sculpting
clay creations. With supportive teachers guiding you, unleash your imagination and express your
creativity freely. Conclude the week by showcasing your masterpieces at our illustrious "Art Voyage
Gallery," where your artwork will captivate audiences. Join us for a week filled with inspiration,
exploration, and artistic expression!

CSI Training Camp: Forensic Investigation Extravaganza June 10-14 (Ages 9-12) - $275
Young sleuths-in-training, get ready for an electrifying week at our immersive adventure camp! Join
us for thrilling missions where you'll analyze evidence, decode messages, and crack cases wide
open. Dive deep into forensic science techniques as Investigator Cadets, gathering evidence and
reconstructing crime scenes. Collaborate with fellow detectives to solve mysteries and emerge as
master sleuths. Enroll now for a week filled with adrenaline, intrigue, and forensic frenzy!

Junior Culinary Masters Camp: Gourmet Creations- June 17-21 (Ages 9-12) - $285
Prepare for a culinary adventure! Young chefs, dive into the art of cooking with us. Explore pizza
history and craft unique masterpieces in our Pizza Perfection workshop. Join our Global Flavor
Expedition to discover cuisines from around the world. Tackle cooking challenges inspired by
"Chopped" and enjoy cowboy-inspired meals in our Frontier Feast. At week's end, receive a recipe
booklet to cherish. Enroll now for a week of gourmet delights and unforgettable memories!

Master Brick Builders Camp: Lego Design Adventure June 24-28 (Ages 9-12) - $285
Embark on a week of creativity and innovation at our LEGO Design Adventure Week! Participants  
will tackle daily challenges, igniting imagination and problem-solving skills. Our "Lego Design
Wizards" will explore crafting structures and complex mechanisms. Strive to become a "Master
Builder" by conquering all 30 challenges.

Rock & Roll Jam Camp: School of Rock Edition July 8-12 (Ages 9-12) - $275
Calling all young rockers! Get ready to ignite the stage at our electrifying Rock & Roll Jam Camp!
Dive into a week packed with music, creativity, and unforgettable performances. Join our exclusive
School of Rock and explore the vibrant history of rock music, from classics to contemporary hits.
Unleash your inner rockstar as you perform on stage. Enroll now for a week of expression, creativity,
and the universal language of music! No experience necessary.

Innovator's Workshop: Shark Tank Challenge- July 15-19 (Ages 9-12) - $275
Dive into the world of innovation at Innovator's Workshop! Join us for an exhilarating week packed
with creativity, collaboration, and entrepreneurial exploration. In our "Shark Tank" adventure,
unleash your imagination as you pitch groundbreaking ideas and prototype innovative solutions.
Hone crucial skills like creative thinking and effective communication while forging lasting
friendships. Showcase your ingenuity to esteemed judges and ignite your inventive prowess.

SIGN UP TODAY!
www.mindsprout.me/summercamp
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SIGN UP TODAY!
www.mindsprout.me/summercamp

Scientific Explorers' Quest Camp: Bill Nye Edition- July 22-26 (Ages 9-12) - $285
Embark on an exhilarating scientific quest inspired by Bill Nye the Science Guy! Dive into discovery with
captivating experiments, from explosive reactions to rocket mechanics, sparking curiosity and challenging
young minds. In our "Brainiacs" program, master safety protocols and hands-on experiments, creating
volcanic eruptions and homemade ice cream. Explore outdoors and in the lab, uncovering science's
secrets. Fuel your curiosity with snacks like paper bag popcorn and fizzy lemonade, plus taste astronaut-
inspired cuisine. 

Summer Camp Fusion: All-Inclusive Extravaganza!- July 29-Aug 2 (Ages 9-12) - $275
Prepare for a week of thrilling adventure at our "Summer Camp Fusion"! Experience the best activities
from all our camps blended into one exciting week. Whether you're into art, cooking, building, or science,
there's something for everyone. Explore creative workshops, master culinary skills, and enjoy epic jam
sessions. With outdoor escapades and surprises, this week promises excitement for all campers. Enroll  and
create unforgettable memories with us!

EARLY BIRD PROMOTION $25 OFF EACH WEEK UNTIL APRIL 15
PURCHASE 3 OR MORE SESSIONS AND RECEIVE $100 OFF


